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GRADES 3–5

Overview
Writing Central is a supplemental writing

resource designed around key writing standards to
provide focused instruction and writing practice across
all three text types—Opinion, Informative,
and Narrative.

Writing Central . . .
PROVIDES opportunities for students to write
daily and HELPS students find purposes to write
and audiences to reach. The instruction in Writing
Central EXPOSES students to a variety of text types,
GETS them writing with prompts for each genre, and
ENCOURAGES them to collaborate with peers to
share ideas, plan, and write.

Grade-Level Kits
Grade 3: GRLs N–P; Lexile® measures 500L–830L
Grade 4: GRLs Q–S; Lexile® measures 740L–970L
Grade 5: GRLs T–V; Lexile® measures 810L–1010L

Grade-Level Kit Components
• 12 Laminated Fiction and Nonfiction Mentor Leveled Passage cards
(15 copies each)
• 12 Laminated Fiction and Nonfiction Practice Leveled Passage cards
(30 copies each) with writing prompts for independent writing
• Teacher Guide with individual Lesson Plans and Blackline Masters
for every Passage
• Student Resource Handbook (25 copies) with writing guidance
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Text Types and Genres
The Sundance Newbridge Writing Central Kits explore the
three text types as outlined by the ELA Standards. Each text
type explores four genres that progress in complexity of task
and purpose across the grades.

NARRATIVE

INFORMATIVE

OPINION

• O
 pinion: Write opinion pieces on topics or texts,
supporting a point of view with reasons and information.
• I nformative: Write informative/explanatory texts to
examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly.
• N
 arrative: Write narratives to develop real or imagined
experiences.

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Book Review

Product Review

Literary Critique

Letter to School Administrator

Letter to Editor

Letter to Town Council

Flyer

Advertisement

Advertorial

Response to Literature

Response to Literature

Response to Literature

School Newspaper Article

Newspaper Article

Magazine Article

Description

Description (place)

Description (natural event)

Compare & Contrast Essay

Cause & Effect Essay

Problem & Solution Essay

Procedural: How-to Text

Procedural: Recipe

Procedural: Experiment

Realistic Fiction

Fantasy

Historical Fiction

Retelling of a Fable

Retelling of a Myth

Original Myth

Personal Narrative

Autobiographical Sketch

Biographical Sketch

Story Continuation

Drama Continuation

Retelling of a Story

These genres reflect the types that students most often encounter
in their grade-level curriculum and on standardized tests.
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Implementing Writing Central
Teach/Model
• Use the Teacher Version of the Mentor
Card (available in the Teacher Guide and as
a projectable PDF) and the Lesson Plan to
introduce and teach a genre.
• Model how to analyze and mark up the text.
• Students follow along on the Student
Version of the Write-On/Wipe-Off Mentor
Card and use the grayscale annotations to
mark up their card.

Guided Practice

“Then
Name

• Students use the writing prompts on the
Practice Card along with the Graphic
Organizer (BLM 2) to prewrite and draft
their own piece.
• The Student Resource Handbook is an
easy-to-use reference to facilitate students’
independent writing with step-by-step
guidance to complete the Writing Process.
• Confer with individual students at multiple
times during the writing process. One-onone conferencing provides opportunities
for assessment and assistance.
• Rubrics for each text type for ease of use
are provided.
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• Use the Write-On/Wipe-Off Practice
Cards and Blackline Master 1 (BLM 1) for
practice with the genre.
• The Practice Card provides a second
example of the type text.
• BLM 1 gives students practice analyzing
and marking up the text type.

Independent Writing/Publish &
Share/Assessment
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and tone appropriate
to task, purpose, and
audience.

Sporadically groups
related information
together and has
a weak concluding
statement or section.

Fails to group related
information together
and to include a
concluding statement
or section.

Explores the topic
with weak or flawed
facts, explanations,
definitions, and details.

Presents facts,
Write narratives
explanations,
to develop real
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effective techniq
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Focus On: Mentor Card
The Great Pacific Garbage Patch

Informational Text/Cause & Effect Essay/Grade 4
Teach/Model

1
1

2
Text Type/Genre;
Guided Reading Level;
Lexile measure®

2

MENTOR TEXT TYPE: Informative
CARD GRL S Lexile measure 920L

The Mentor Card
is available in the
Teacher Guide and as
a projectable PDF. The
laminated Student
Mentor Cards are
annotated in grayscale
to facilitate analysis
and mark up.

GENRE: Cause & Effect Essay

12 Mentor Cards (15
copies each): 4 Genre
cards for each of the
3 text types, align to
content standards.

The

Great Pacific Garbage Patch

B

The Great Pacif ic Garbage Patch is the largest
collection of f loating trash in the world. It extends across
more than 600,000 square miles of the Pacif ic Ocean,
between California and Hawaii. That’s about as big
as the Gulf of Mexico. Scientists believe that the patch
contains at least 87 tons of f loating plastic.

Introduction
Introduce the topic and
give an interesting fact
about it.

How Was It Created?
C

The two main factors that contribute to the formation
of the Great Pacif ic Garbage Patch are plastic waste
and ocean currents.

D

Most plastic that is used in the world does not get
recycled. As a result, it ends up as litter, in landf ills, or
dumped in the ocean. It can also be blown by the wind
or washed into the ocean by storms or rivers. Some
plastic trash comes from f ishing gear and nets lost from
f ishing boats.

E

Ocean currents and winds in the Pacif ic Ocean
carry plastic into the Great Pacif ic Garbage Patch. The
currents in this area create a gyre, which is like a giant
whirlpool that sucks in f loating trash.

3

Use headings to group
related information.

For each body
paragraph, include one
or more related causes
and effects.

MINI LESSON
Use linking words and
phrases to help signal
cause-and-effect
relationships.

3

luoman/iStock

Numbered paragraphs
assist in locating text for
analysis and markup.

Trillions of plastic pieces f loat in the Great Pacif ic Garbage Patch.
© 2020 Sundance Newbridge Publishing

View Samples of the Passages and Blackline Masters at SundanceNewbridge.com/WritingCentral
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Writing Central

1

4
What Is It Made Of?

4

F

Scientists believe that the patch contains at least
1.8 trillion pieces of f loating plastic. Imagine counting
to a trillion. If you count for 24 hours a day, it would
take you 94,000 years. That’s a lot of pieces!

G

Once plastic is in the ocean, it can be broken down
into smaller pieces by the sun and waves. In fact, most
of the plastic in the patch is smaller than a pencil eraser.
However, more than half of the total weight of plastic
comes from much larger pieces, such as f ishing nets.

Multi-paragraph
complex, short texts to
help students focus on
the genre and prepare
them for standardized
tests.

5

How Does It Affect Marine Life?
H

Plastic debris can be harmful to marine animals.
Some animals mistake f loating plastic for food and eat
it. Others get tangled in lost f ishing nets and can’t swim.
In both cases, the animals could die.

I

For the present, the Great Pacif ic Garbage Patch will
continue to grow because ocean currents keep bringing
in plastic. Preventing new plastics from entering the
ocean could slow its growth. However, the patch may
never be completely cleaned since there are so many
small pieces. An organization called The Ocean Cleanup
is working to help reduce the size of the patch. Its plan
will focus on cleaning up larger pieces of plastic.

Side-column notes
identify features of the
genre and guide the
analysis and markup of
the Mentor Card.

5
Conclusion
The conclusion
summarizes important
causes and effects
and may give added
information.

6

6
Photos and other text
features support and
enhance Nonfiction texts.
Four-color illustrations
enhance narrative texts.

Some ocean currents wash
plastic up onto beaches.
kotangens/iStok

7
2

© 2020 Sundance Newbridge Publishing
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Mark up the Passages
with 30 Write-On/
Wipe-Off Markers.
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Focus On: Practice Card
All About Sleep

Informational Text/Cause & Effect Essay/Grade 4
Guided Practice

1

All About Sleep

1

Text Type/Genre;
Guided Reading Level;
Lexile measure®

3
Numbered paragraphs
assist in locating text for
analysis and markup in
conjunction with BLM 1.

4
Photos, captions, and
other text features
support and enhance
Nonfiction texts. Fourcolor illustrations
enhance narrative texts.

Do you wish you could stay up later every night? That’s probably
not a good idea. Scientists are learning more every day about the
benef its of getting a good night’s sleep. In fact, most agree that kids
in elementary school need 10 to 11 hours of sleep every night to
stay healthy. How can sleep, or lack of sleep, affect kids’ bodies
and brains?

Sleep Helps You Stay Healthy
C

3

Sleep helps keep your immune system strong, so that you’ll get
sick less often. People who get plenty of sleep have less chance of
getting heart disease, high blood pressure, and infections.

Sleep Helps You Learn
D

2

Scientists think that sleep helps us learn new things. Kids
who get plenty of sleep can concentrate better
and do better in school. Well-rested people
make better decisions. They get along
better with other people. Getting
enough sleep also helps improve
your mood so that you enjoy your
day more. In contrast, not getting
enough sleep can make you
cranky and make it hard to pay
attention when you need to.
Because getting enough sleep
is important for learning, it
can help you improve in sports,
music, or anything else you
want to do.

4

Growing children need 10–11 hours
of sleep a night.

© 2020 Sundance Newbridge Publishing

View Samples of the Passages and Blackline Masters at SundanceNewbridge.com/WritingCentral
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GENRE: Cause & Effect Essay

The laminated Practice
Cards provide a second
example of the text type.

B

PRACTICE TEXT TYPE: Informative
CARD GRL S Lexile measure 960L

12 Practice Cards (30
copies each) correspond
to the 12 Mentor Cards:
4 Genre cards for each of
the 3 text types, align to
content standards.

Writing Central

1

5
Sleep Helps You Grow
E

5

When you sleep, your body releases a growth hormone, a
chemical that tells your body to grow. It also helps your immune
system and helps you to maintain a healthy weight. As a result, kids
who don’t get enough sleep may not grow as fast as they should.

Multi-paragraph complex,
short texts to help
students focus on the
genre and prepare them
for standardized tests.

Good Habits Help You Sleep
Your habits can affect whether you get enough sleep every night.
First, make sure you go to bed early enough that you can get your
full 10-11 hours of sleep before you have to get up in the morning.
Keeping to a regular bed time every night will help you fall asleep
faster and sleep better. Keeping your bedroom dark, quiet, and
comfortable and avoiding screens near bedtime will also help.

G

Eating a big meal close to bedtime or drinking anything with
caffeine (like cola or iced tea) can make it harder to fall asleep.
Getting plenty of exercise during the day will help you to sleep
better.

H

Remember, getting plenty of sleep can help you stay healthy,
learn faster, and grow taller. Good sleep habits will help you enjoy
all the benef its that sleep brings.

PROMPTS

F

Write a cause-and-effect essay. Here are some ideas.
Or use your own! Write a cause-and-effect essay to explain . . .
• the effects of a natural disaster, such as a tsunami.
• an event that affected history, such as the California Gold Rush.
• a piece of technology that affects your everyday life.
• how music or sports affect you mentally or physically.

6

6
Prompts: Get students
writing and finding
the right topics with
Prompts.

Be sure to—
• introduce the topic and make it clear what you will be writing about.
• organize your essay in a way that makes sense.
• use headings to divide the sections of your essay.
• use linking words to signal cause-and-effect relationships.
• develop the topic with facts, definitions, and details.

ISBN 978-1-4207-7249-4

2

© 2020 Sundance Newbridge Publishing

Writing Central

9 781420 772494
38764
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Focus On: Lesson Plan
The Great Pacific Garbage Patch/All About Sleep
Informational Text/Cause & Effect Essay/Grade 4
Guided Lesson Plans for every passage provide
flexible and targeted instruction that builds
strong and confident writers.

1

1
The Overview identifies
the text type and genre
of the Mentor and
Practice Cards along
with the GRL, Lexile®
measure, word count, and
objectives.

2
Pre-reading support
builds background
knowledge to introduce
the genre.

2
3

3
Genre features are listed
and provide an on-going
reference for teachers and
students.

4
Step-by-step instruction
enhances analysis of
Mentor Card text with
scripted prompts and text
annotation suggestions.

8

4

5
Mini-Lessons target a
language or reading skill
specifically chosen for the
genre. The Mini-Lesson may
be taught at point of use
with the Mentor Cards or
later in support of students’
writing.

5

6
7

Student Practice: Read and
mark up the Practice Card.
Analyze the text using
BLM 1.

7
Use the Practice Card
Prompts to help determine
students’ independent
writing topic.

6

Guide the Prewriting and
Drafting steps of the Writing
Process with BLM 2, a
Graphic Organizer for each
Text Type.

8
9
8

Conferences are
opportunities to work with
students individually or in
small groups to offer support
and assess strengths and
weaknesses.

9
ELL Support clarifies
academic vocabulary
associated with each genre.

SundanceNewbridge.com/WritingCentral
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Focus On: Blackline Masters
Information Text/Cause & Effect Essay/Grade 4

1

1
Students follow directions on
BLM 1 to analyze and mark
up the Write-On/Wipe-Off
Practice Card.

2

2

In addition to marking up the
Practice Card, short-answer
items call for written responses
supported by evidence from
the text. A mix of literal,
inferential, and evaluative
questions appear on each
BLM.

3
Check students’ responses
against the Answer Key in the
Teacher Guide.

4
Use the Practice Card
markups and BLM 1 to assess
students’ understanding of
the genre.

View Samples of the Passages and Blackline Masters at SundanceNewbridge.com/WritingCentral
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3 4

6

5

5

Graphic Organizers are genre
specific with side column notes
to guide students’ writing.

6
7

Students complete the Graphic
Organizer provided on BLM 2
to plan their independent
writing pieces. Each organizer
is genre specific and mirrors the
structure of the Mentor and
Practice cards.

7
Side-column notes explain the
parts of the Graphic Organizer
and reinforce features of
the genre to guide planning
and writing of students’
independent pieces.

SundanceNewbridge.com/WritingCentral
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Focus On: Student Resource Handbook
1
The Student Resource
Handbook explains
each step of the Writing
Process and distinguishes
between the steps used
when writing Opinion
and Informative Texts,
(such as research and
note-taking), from those
of Narrative Texts (such
as a character profile or
setting description).

Independent
Writing/
Publish & Share/
Assessment

1

2
3

2
The Handbook is
organized by the
3 Text Types.

3
Specific tasks within each
Writing Process step
are supported with
questions to think
about while planning
and writing. Checklists
assist students in selfmonitoring their work.

4
4
Peer conferencing
checklists for each Text
Type target specific
features and help
students focus their
discussion and feedback.

12

5
5
Explanations of literary
terms such as lists of
signal words, sample
language, and sentence
starters, assist students in
their writing.

6

6

Students can use the
additional passages provided
in the Handbook for genres
that require a literary
source, such as a Response
to Literature, Retelling a
Fable, and Writing a Story
Continuation.

GRADES 3–5

Each Grade-Level Kit contains:
12 Mentor Passages (15 each), 12 Practice Cards (30 each),
1 Teacher Guide/Blackline Masters Book,
Student Resource Handbook (25 each),
30 Markers, 3 Text Type Storage Boxes
39154
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